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 Symphony for Wind Band is a single-movement tonal piece for wind band. It features four 
overarching sections with numerous changes in key, meter, tempo, and mood. The juxtapositions 
and contrasts of mood reflect a narrative conflict between two music topics: the pastoral and the 
city. Each of these topics possess musical signifiers present in the piece as well as extra-musical 
associations that add levels of significance to a narrative interpretation.  
 This paper will outline my reasons for composing for wind band and present a topical 
analysis of the piece. This analysis will include hermeneutic interpretations based on how the 
topics are sequenced and interact with each other, the latter phenomenon known as “troping.” 
While the piece is primarily through-composed with little thematic recurrence, exploring this 
conflict of topics helps elucidate the compositional logic of the piece and brings forth an 
interpretation best explained through a topic theory methodology. This exercise in self-analysis 
presents an opportunity to explore unique aspects of the compositional process. 
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 Beginning in the spring of 2020 I composed Symphony for Wind Band, a piece for wind 
band. My reasons for choosing this genre were primarily two-fold: I am familiar with the 
repertoire from playing it first-hand as an oboist, and I believe the genre and its repertoire to not 
be quite as lauded as the orchestral repertoire despite its immense potential. There are numerous 
potential factors for the latter reason, historical and otherwise, but I decided to take it upon 
myself to write a piece that I would have enjoyed performing in a wind band setting.  
 Upon reflecting on my finished work, I realized there were analytical methodologies that 
could be used to make better sense of its structure, namely topic theory, a subfield of music 
theory I had become familiar with in my studies. I found the piece features a narrative conflict of 
musical “topics” represented through salient musical signifiers. I believe examining the presence, 
interaction, and juxtaposition of these topics both helps make better sense of its largely through-
composed structure and provides a unique opportunity to explore aspects of self-analysis in the 
compositional process. In this paper I present an overview of wind band literature in the 
twentieth century, a literature review of topic theory, and a topic-oriented analysis of my piece, 










Chapter One Literature Review and Methodology 
 
Wind Band Literature Overview 
The unfolding of composition for winds in the 20th century can be very generally 
summarized as a relatively slow transition from marches and orchestral transcriptions to pieces 
conceived specifically for wind band.1 While composing for winds saw some interest by well-
known modernist composers in the early 20th century such as Schoenberg Theme and Variations, 
Berg Kammerkonzert for piano and violin with 13 wind instruments, and Stravinsky Symphonies 
of Wind Instruments, Rhodes states that bands failed to capitalize on this opportunity.2 
Regarding his wind band composition, Schoenberg wrote in a letter that, “...this is not 
one of my main works, as everybody can see, because it is not a composition with twelve tones. 
It is one of those compositions which one writes in order to enjoy one’s own virtuosity and, on 
the other hand, to give a certain group of music lovers – here it is the bands – something better to 
play. I can assure you – and I think I can prove it – technically this piece is a masterwork."3 This 
quote’s perhaps snide implications reflect the musical landscape of the time. He describes his 
contribution of giving the bands “something better to play,” akin implying what they had to play 
was of little quality, and despite it being a “technical masterwork,” it is not one of his “main 
works.” Taking into consideration how underdeveloped the wind band repertoire was at this 
time, compared to other genres, this is not surprising as a remark.  
 
1 Stephen L. Rhodes, "Twentieth-Century Repertoire," A History of the Wind Band, 2007, accessed March 
15, 2021, https://ww2.lipscomb.edu/windbandhistory/rhodeswindband_12_20thcenturyrepertoire.htm). 
2 Rhodes, “Twentieth-Century Repertoire.” 
3 Rhodes, “Twentieth-Century Repertoire.” 
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Moving to the mid-twentieth century, American composers began receiving considerably 
more recognition post-World War II. Some notable pieces in this time period include Morton 
Gould’s Ballad for Wind Band, Walter Piston Turnbridge Fair, and Vincent Persichetti’s 
Symphony for Band: Symphony No. 6. Persichetti’s contribution in particular is of great personal 
value to me. When describing his intention in composing the piece, he did not wish to avoid the 
word “band” in the title. In the autumn 1964 Journal of Band Research, he wrote, “Band music is 
virtually the only kind of music in America today (outside of the ‘pop’ field) which can be 
introduced, accepted, put to immediate and wide use, and become a staple of the literature in a 
short time.”4 This statement contrasts Schoenberg’s as it implies the wind band literature is 
fundamentally different in its cultural role than orchestral music, not simply an inferior 
symphony orchestra with a low-quality repertoire. In the 1995 issue of the instrumentalist, 
Jeffery Renshaw states that the piece “... was in many ways such a departure from the established 
concepts of band works that it influenced the attitudes of generations of composers.”5  
This proposed “influence of attitude” resonates with me personally. Persichetti’s 
Symphony for Band is one of the first compositions I played as an oboe player that convinced me 
of wind band’s status as a “serious genre” in the same way I interpreted the symphony orchestra 
to be “serious.” It was a stark contrast to the, in my opinion, kitschy or overtly march-like pieces 
that frequented most of the programs I participated in. The final movement inspired me as the 
director pointed out the cyclical use of themes from the previous movements and the use of a 
chord with all twelve notes, two compositional concepts I was unfamiliar with at age fifteen. As 
a composer and music theorist primarily interested in popular music and a believer in the cultural 
 
4 Vincent Persichetti, “Symphony No. 6 for Band,” Journal of Band Research, 1, no. 1 (Autumn 1964): 17-
20. 
5 Jeffrey Renshaw, “The Conducting Challenges of Persichetti's Symphony,” The Instrumentalist, no. 49 
(June 1995): 18-30. 
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merit of less-represented genres, Persichetti’s statement is in line with my rationale for choosing 
to compose for wind band. The title of his composition, Symphony for Band, is also a major 
influence for the title of my work, Symphony for Wind Band. 
The rest of the century included pieces that pushed the limits of the wind ensemble in 
significant ways. Husa’s Music for Prague 1968 and Joseph Swatner’s and the mountains rising 
nowhere… in particular are cited by Rhodes as revolutionary contributions to the evolving 
repertoire.6 I have participated in many performances of modern composers such as Frank 
Ticheli and Eric Whitacre who have become established as household names by composing for 
winds, a significant evolution compared to the beginning of the century. It is this exciting, 
relatively recent development of wind band literature among other previously mentioned factors 
that inspired me to compose for wind band rather than other large ensembles.  
Topic Theory 
 This paper includes a topical and tropological analysis of my piece, Symphony for Wind 
Band, using aspects of Robert Hatten’s methodology for identifying musical topics and troping. 
This section provides a brief overview of topic theory and focuses on aspects of the theory I 
incorporate in my analysis. In his 1994 book, Musical Meaning in Beethoven, Robert Hatten 
defines a musical topic as, “A complex musical correlation originating in a kind of music...used 
as part of a larger work. Topics may acquire expressive correlations in the Classical style, and 
they may be further interpreted expressively.”7 Some examples of prominent musical topics are 
the military, singing style, and pastorale topics.8 The study of musical topics, or topic theory, is 
 
6 Rhodes, “Twentieth-Century Repertoire.” 
7 Robert S. Hatten, Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation and Interpretation (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1994), 294-295.  
8 These are all explored in-depth in The Oxford Handbook of Topic Theory. Danuta Mirka, The Oxford 
Handbook of Topic Theory (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016): 194-213, 238-258.    
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cross-disciplinary with sociology in that it incorporates aspects of semiotic academic literature 
and has a focus on extra-musical reference.  
While initially used to analyze passages of music in the eighteenth century by 
semioticians such as Leonard Ratner, topical analysis of music has since been applied to other 
repertoires. One example is music theorist William Echard’s use of topictheory in his exploration 
of the psychedelic topic. While there have been examples of topic theory applied to some 
twentieth century music, little has been done with wind band literature.9 There is ample 
opportunity to explore topics signature to the genre, such as the march topic, and I believe it is 
topic theory’s still burgeoning focus on pre-twentieth century Western art music and recorded 
popular song that has omitted wind band literature from the discussion.  
Another key concept that has emerged from topic theory is topical troping. Coined by 
Robert Hatten, a musical trope is defined as “Figurative meaning in music.”10 The act of troping 
is “akin to metaphor,” and “occurs when two different, formally unrelated types are brought 
together in the same functional location so as to spark an interpretation based on their 
interaction.”11 The analysis of troping in music can aid in supporting hermeneutic interpretations 
of pieces, such as those proposed by narrative theory, and is useful in representing more detailed, 
nuanced meanings that are perhaps less salient but are expressed nonetheless.12  
 
9 Some examples include: Thomas Johnson, "Tonality as Topic: Opening A World of Analysis for Early 
Twentieth-Century Modernist Music," Music Theory Online 23, no. 4 (2017): doi:10.30535/mto.23.4.7); Jessica 
Narum, “Sound and Semantics: Topics in the Music of Arnold Schoenberg,” PhD diss., (University of Minnesota, 
2013).  
10 Robert Hatten, “The Troping of Topics in Mozart’s Instrumental Works,” in The Oxford Handbook of 
Topic Theory, ed. Danuta Mirka (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 514-538. 
11 “Type” is to be interpreted as “a generalized category or concept,” such as a musical topic. Hatten, 





I believe identifying instances of troping in my piece helps illuminate a metaphorical 
narrative conflict between two musical topical fields: the city topic and the pastorale topic. These 
are two “formally unrelated types.” Thus, it is in accordance with Hatten’s qualification of 
troping, and their interaction generates “fresh meaning” in the same way other musical tropes 
do.13 Their interactions can be aptly described by several of Hatten’s tropological axes listed in 
Figure 2.1.    
While reflecting on one’s own output through a primarily semiotic lens is not a totally 
novel concept, I believe an in-depth analysis of topical interaction in one’s piece can elucidate 
many interesting, largely subconscious facets to the compositional process.14 It was not until near 
the end of the piece’s completion that I noticed that the salient, musically juxtaposed qualities 
present (major vs minor, fast versus slow, changes in key, metric differences) also represented 
contrasting topical fields. At no point in my compositional process did I decide to make the piece 
possess any overtly programmatic, narrative, or explicitly topical or tropological qualities, yet I 
propose an after-the-fact interpretation of these qualities in this paper to help better make sense 
of its largely through-composed structure. Before beginning my analysis, I believe it is necessary 




13 Hatten describes the process of troping as follows: “…topics then interact with their new contexts in 
significant ways, ranging from a momentary flavoring of the discourse to the assumption of a thematic role in that 
discourse. Musical tropes generate fresh meanings from such interactions.” Robert Hatten, “Troping of Topics,” 
514-538.  
14 Composers such as Denys Boulliane have presented self-analyses using semiotic approaches.  













1. Degree of compatibility between a topic and its new environment, ranging from 
similarity to complementarity to contradiction (compare Cook 1998). 
2. Degree of dominance by a topic over other material or topics in its new 
environment. Dominance may be based on hierarchical weight, temporal 
precedence, parametric density, completeness, and/or prototypicality. 
3· Degree of creativity (and a resulting emergent meaning) in a topic's interaction 
with other material or topics in its new environment. A topic is more likely to 
generate fresh meaning if it is highly novel or striking in its tropological 
interaction. 
4· Degree of productivity over the course of a movement, with respect to the 
ongoing thematic and expressive discourse (including the trope's influence on 
other movements of a larger work). A topic or trope that productively engages with 






The pastoral has been explored in-depth by many scholars since Ratner.16 The pastoral 
topic has a rich history in literature as well as music, but for the purpose of this paper I will be 
limiting the scope to general qualities and musical signifiers that are pertinent to my piece. The 
general musical representation of the pastorale, more specifically as its own musical genre, is 
described by Koch as follows: “Pastorale indicates. . . a piece of rustic, simple but tender 
character, in which the singing of the idealized world of shepherds is expressed.”17 Rusticity, 
simplicity, and tenderness are the underlying aesthetic qualities expressed through the pastoral 
topic’s signifiers.  
Hatten lists more specific musical qualities in his analysis of Beethoven’s Pastoral Piano 
Sonata, Op. 28. Figure 2.2 is a paraphrased list of these qualities. Several of pastoral’s general 
qualities are reflected in this list. One of the most signature traits of the pastoral, an emphasis on 
simplicity, can be translated musically in many of those listed: Harmonic stasis/slow harmonic 
rhythm, simple melodic contour, harmonization of thirds rather than counterpoint. These are 
some of the most musically salient qualities that can be used when identifying the pastoral in 
musical settings. 
Monelle describes the classic image of pastoral music as “The shepherd with his pipe.”18 
While there is some speculation as to what the modern-day instrumental equivalent to this pipe 
 
16 Some examples include Hatten 1994. Raymond Monelle, Musical Topic: Hunt, Military and Pastoral, 
Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006. Andrew Haringer, “Hunt, Military, and Pastoral topics,” in Oxford 
Handbook of Topic Theory, ed. Danuta Mirka, New York: Oxford University Press, 2014.  
17 It should be noted that the spelling of “pastorale” in this context is different due to it referencing a 
particular genre rather than musical topic. Heinrich Christoph Koch, Musikaliches Lexikon, Hildesheim: Olms, 
1964.  
 





















11. Six-eight meter. Pastoral movements are often in compound meters.  
12. Pedal on 5. Pedal points, along with drone fifths, are typical cues for the 
pastoral.  
13. Harmonic stasis achieved by the V7 arpeggiation. Although partly a 
consequence of the dominant pedal, consonant diatonic harmony and 
slower harmonic rhythm are typically of the simplicity of the pastoral. 
14. Relatively simple melodic contour. 
15. Contrary motion creating a "wedge" shape. The texture suggests an 
unfolding or flowering. 
16. Rocking accompaniment. 
17. Parallel thirds. They are often encountered in pastoral movements from 
the Baroque, not only for their sweetness, but because of the simplicity 
they suggest. 
18. Consonant appoggiatura. 
19. Elaborated resolution of dissonance 
20. Major mode, quiet dynamics. 
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is, Monelle argues that, due to mistranslations of older texts, the closest relative would be the 
oboe, not the flute.20 The oboe’s heightened role is correlated with pastoral sections in my piece, 
and its prominence in relation to other instrumental forces will be considered a pastoral signifier.  
Exemplars of the pastoral topic in music are plentiful and date back to the operas of 
Monteverdi.21 Monelle makes a point to explore the topic’s use historically and notes changes 
and evolutions that have occurred in it over centuries.22 I would like to reiterate that in 
composing my piece that I did not actively research prototypical pastoral qualities and decide to 
incorporate them into my piece to evoke a pastoral mood. Upon reflection, a piece of music that 
greatly inspired my compositional process should be discussed as it reflects a much more recent 
and evolved example of the pastoral topic.  
The piece of note is a track from a video game, Dragon Quest VIII, titled “Strange World 
~ Marching Through the Fields.” Composed by long-time series composer Koichi Sugiyama, the 
piece is used in the game as overworld music for when the character is literally exploring and 
“marching” through the fields, plains, and trails that occupy much of the game’s core gameplay. 
While the piece has several qualities that I would consider signifiers of the pastoral topic, it 
undoubtedly tropes these topics with what I will refer to as the heroic topic.23  Hatten describes 
the heroic topic, or “heroic mode,” as encompassing a broader number of “expressive fields,” the 
victorious and the tragic. It encompasses the military topic as a subordinate topic, thus the 
 
20 This is largely due to the Greek word aulos, which has been used in reference to the pipe, being “a 
double-reed instrument of great power, made of bone, wood, metal, or ivory, and usually played in pairs.”Monelle 
2006, 207. 
21 Monelle, Musical Topic, 220.   
22 One such example of this is the distinction that must later be made between the “high pastoral” and “low 
pastoral” occurring in the late 18th-19th centuries. Monelle, Musical Topic, 227.  
23 This is mentioned in Hatten’s 2014 article. Hatten, “Troping of Topics.”   
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musical signifiers of that topic are implied with use of the heroic mode in addition to others 
outside the scope of this paper. 
The delicate flute solo in the track, followed by a trumpet solo answer of similar but more 
strident character with its appoggiaturas and sixteenth note figures, has a clear pastoral quality, 
and this interaction between flute and trumpet served as inspiration for my choice of 
instrumentation in the piece. The interaction can be thought of as a troping of the heroic and 
pastoral topics, a trope I employ in my piece.24   
The movement to F major in the second half of the track, marking the climactic heroic 
theme’s entrance, inspired my choice of F major for the most pastoral portion of my piece.25 The 
gradual harmonic planing in this section, coupled with its soaring melodic quality in the strings, 
signifies more pastoral qualities troped with the loud, march-like and heroic qualities in the brass 
accompaniment and horn counter melodies.26 It is assumed that this portion of the song is the 
“marching through the fields” portion of the title, an apt descriptor for the troping from which I 
would draw inspiration, a triumphant heroicness intermingled with pastoral plains.  
The City Topic 
 One of the two central topics of focus is what I coin the “city topic.” Depicting city-like 
qualities musically is nothing new in Western art music. A quick survey of the wind ensemble 
literature shows many examples of this.27 However, topic theorists have yet to explore this 
topical field in-depth, largely due to most topic theory focusing on older periods of Western art 
 
24 This is most clearly displayed in what I call section a2.  
25 I later refer to this section as section C, particularly subsection c1, in the analysis portion.  
26 Hatten, “Troping of Topics,” 523. 
27 Towner’s dissertation study alone has 8 pieces with the word “city” in the title. Clifford Towner, “A Core 
Repertoire Based upon Set Criteria of Serious Artistic Merit,” Journal of Band Research 48, no. 2 (2013): 50–75.   
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music. I argue the city topic has an important place in topical discourse, particularly when 
examining wind ensemble music.  
However, exploring the characteristics of the city topic in-depth, both in terms of musical 
and extra-musical features, is outside the scope of this paper and could easily warrant its own 
multitude of articles and books as the pastoral has. For the purposes of this paper, I will propose 
a general interpretation of the city topic and its signifiers. I will frame it primarily as a topical 
foil to the pastoral topic and cite some examples from the wind ensemble literature that reinforce 
my interpretation.  
One signifier of the city topic is any sort of jazz influence, whether it be slight or 
significant in its presence. A reason why the city topic is arguably more prevalent in the wind 
band literature than other repertoires is the presence of saxophones in the ensemble. As discussed 
in chapter two of this paper, the wind band is relatively young as a staple for original 
composition, and its ascendance in cultural relevancy roughly matches that of jazz music in the 
twentieth century. It is less surprising, then, that city and urban environments would be depicted 
in wind band literature to such an extent. One exemplar of this use of jazz is John Harbison’s 
Three City Blocks…, a piece that uses jazz idioms, including harmonic progressions and timbral 
references, to depict “city blocks.” Furthermore, regarding the use of saxophone, if we are to 
categorize the oboe as a topical signifier of the pastoral, I would then interpret the saxophone to 
be a signifier of the city topic. This is in line with its prominent role in jazz music. 
 As I mentioned prior, the city topic, for the purpose of this paper, serves as a foil and 
antithesis of the pastoral topic. This makes it an ideal candidate for analyzing troping and tracing 
narrative conflict in the work. Taking the pastoral musical qualities mentioned earlier, I propose 
a table of musical qualities that forms a dichotomy between these two topics. Some of the city 
13 
 
topic signifiers may be disputed by future research into the topic as too general. For the purposes 
of the paper, however, these will be criteria that I stick to when interpreting instances of the city 
and pastoral topics in my piece.  
Methodology 
 The methodology for my analysis will be an adaptation of Robert Hatten’s in his 2014 
article, "The Troping of Topics in Mozart's Instrumental Works."28 This includes both 
identifying topical signifiers and their interactions with one another via troping. As mentioned in 
Hatten’s Mozart analysis, there will surely instances of topical ambiguity, and I would not be 
surprised if a future reading of my piece in this same manner found many topical signifiers that I 
missed. I am primarily focused on the conflict between the pastoral and city topics; thus, my 
analysis will be mostly limited to these two topics in scope. Terms resulting from the troping 
axes in Figure 2.1, such as “dominance,” will be used, but not quantified to a hyper-specific 
extent. 
 I focus on certain aspects of the piece that can be better understood through a topic-
theory lens. These include the scheme of tonal centers and key areas, use of themes and motifs, 
changes in tempi, choices of meter, and choices of musical texture. Due to this thesis focusing on 
my own piece as the case study, my approach is more descriptive in nature and references 
personal accounts in the creative process. The piece was not conceived as intentionally 
programmatic or to possess a clear narrative, so I did not expect to find an overtly clear narrative. 
When reflecting on the piece following its completion, however, I did notice enough to warrant a  
 
 
28 Hatten, “Topical Troping.”   
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Table 1. Royse list of pastoral and city topic signifiers. 
Pastoral City 
1. Six-eight meter or some other 
compound meter.  
2. Pedal on 5. Pedal points, along with 
drone fifths.  
3. Harmonic stasis achieved by the V7 
arpeggiation. Consonant diatonic 
harmony and slower harmonic rhythm  
4. Relatively simple melodic contour. 
5. Use of oboe or flute is prominent.  
6. Contrary motion creating a "wedge" 
shape. The texture suggests an 
unfolding or flowering. 
7. Rocking accompaniment. 
8. Parallel thirds.  
9. Use of pentatonic scale. 
10. Consonant appoggiatura. 
11. Elaborated resolution of dissonance 
12. Major mode, quiet dynamics. 
 
1. Four-four meter. Simple meters 
2. Faster harmonic activity, more 
chromatic/dissonant harmonies.  
3. More angular melodic contour.  
4. Rhythmic vitality and use of syncopation.  
5. Use of swung rhythm.   
6. Saxophone or trombone is prominent. 
7. Quickly repeated notes, reminiscent of 
“news music.” 






























Chapter Two Symphony for Wind Band Overview and Analysis 
 
Symphony for Wind Band Overview 
 
 Symphony for Wind Band is a single-movement, through-composed work for wind band 
that progresses through a multitude of sections, primarily four overarching ones. Figure 4.1 
illustrates the tonal, metric, and broad topical trajectory of the piece within the four major 
sections labeled A-D.30  
 The piece is based on the two opposing topical fields discussed earlier, city and pastoral, 
which contrast and combine throughout the work through a variety of means. The following 
section explores how the topical implications of the key areas can alone form a potential 
narrative reflected by other musical features in the piece. 
Tonal Scheme 
 I interpret the structure of Symphony for Wind Band to be largely through-composed with 
thematic reappearances and developments used as unifiers. Additional aspects of its form are 
explored in the topical and tropological analysis portion of the paper. While Symphony for Wind 
Band is fundamentally a tonal piece, its tonal trajectory is unusual. Many adjacent sub-sections 
are related chromatically (m.1 A minor to m.90 Ab major), by thirds (m.240 Ab major to m.332 
F major), as well as more closely related fourth relations (m. 192 Eb minor to m.240 Ab major), 
though their modal qualities make the relationships still unconventional. The macro sections 
possess even stranger tonal relationships, section A’s A minor to section B’s Eb minor, though  
 
30 These letter designations do not correlate with the rehearsal letters in the piece.   
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Figure 4.1 Sectional divisions and tonal/metric schemes of Symphony for Wind Band 
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this is perhaps less significant considering the multitude of intermediary key areas between these 
macro sections. 
When considering the “teleological” trajectory of these tonal movements, there are some 
somewhat familiar tendencies at play, particularly in reference to more liberal uses of sonata 
form. The piece’s initial tonal area, A minor, progresses to the “secondary key area” of Ab major 
within the A section and then moves to its minor-mode dominant, Eb major, a full tritone away 
from the initial key area. From this point on until the E major ending of section C, the tonal areas 
exist within a span of Eb-Ab, not to return to the original A minor until the final section, D. The 
D section is preceded by an E major transition, which functions as a sort of “dominant” 
preparation before returning to the initial key area. The convention of returning or “resolving” to 
the initial key area is subverted by the ending of the piece, solidly occupying E major, which 
alters the overall tonal trajectory from A-Eb-A to A-E, the major dominant.  
While the E major key area, and E major 7th chord in particular, play a significant role in 
the piece at key moments, I do not interpret there to be an overt narrative to draw from the tonal 
trajectory at face value, though I propose a topically oriented one in my analysis. In my 
compositional process, my logic for choosing key areas, and modalities, had primarily to do with 
fitting specific moods that reflect topical areas and their associated themes.  
For instance, sections dominated by city topical signifiers are in minor mode keys . Thus, 
sections beginning in m.1, m.192, m.395, and m.454 are all dominated by the city topic and 
possess minor modalities. The return of Ab major in m. 240 is coupled with a return of the 
pastorale-like theme introduced in m.90, albeit changed to fit the vivace tempo set by the B 
section’s initial city section. My choice of F major in the overtly pastorale C section was largely 
influenced by my favorite pastorale compositions in the same key, Beethoven’s Sixth Symphony 
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and the aforementioned track from Dragon Quest VIII, “Strange World ~ Marching through the 
Fields.”  
Thus, Symphony for Wind Band’s large-scale tonal progression was much more rooted in 
my personal use and interpretation of topical fields and thematic content rather than relationships 
between the keys themselves. I will then offer a possible hermeneutic interpretation of the large-
scale tonal progression, which is absolutely conceived as a retrospective approach to the piece. I 
feel this perhaps reflects my more abstract intentions when writing the piece, particularly 
regarding the core conflict of city vs pastoral.  
The pastoral keys of Ab major and F major are presented between the polemic city keys 
of A minor and Eb minor. Piece attempts to avoid these poles but ultimately succumbs: Ab major 
in m. 90 sinks to Eb minor in section 192 via F# major; a similar occurrence happens over the 
course of Ab major’s return in m.240 to Eb minor in m.395 (notably following a dramatic E 
major 7 chord gesture in m. 392). The pastoral topic attempts to escape following the calm of the 
storm in m. 438 by returning to this E major key area, only to be swept away once again to 
section D’s A minor. After a movement through various key areas and city-dominated 
textures/motifs, the piece concludes solidly in E major along with both city signifiers and other 
pastoral signifiers, such as the compound meter. This is not a total escape from the city-owned 
Eb-Ab key areas, but rather a compromise and truce with the city topic, a settlement for a major 
key area that is close to escaping the Eb-Ab range.  
Topical and Tropological Analysis 
 This portion of the paper is an analysis of the topical characteristics of the piece, 
particularly those involving the pastoral and city topics. The “topical trajectory” of the piece is 
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laid out in Table 2. Portions such as “city-pastoral” imply a sequencing from city-dominated to 
pastoral-dominated over the course of the subsection, while city/pastoral implies a synthesis and 
even troping of the topics. The following analysis highlights the musical qualities that signify 
each of these topical “zones.” The focus on topics in the piece illuminates a core conflict 
between two key opposing topical agents, an interpretation that goes beyond purely surface-level 
readings. 
 Motifs are tied to certain topical fields in the piece. The opening theme, seen in Figure 
4.2, features multiple characteristics that make it fit within the city topic rather than pastoral.  
The melody is incredibly angular and features only a handful of stepwise motions. The rhythmic 
coupling is reminiscent of what Nicole Biamonte coined as the “double tresillo” rhythm.31 Citing 
the rhythm’s origins, Biamonte states, “The double-tresillo rhythm is common in jazz from the 
mid-twentieth century onwards and in rock and related genres from the 1970s onwards...”32 
Considering the theme’s angular structure, jazz-centric rhythmic roots, and its coming from the 
saxophone first, it can be solidly considered a signifier for the city topic. 
 This opening motive is echoed by many other instrumental forces over the course of 
section A, subsection a1. The brass accompaniment that enters in measure 9, seen in Figure 4.4, 
also reinforces this city topic. It is highly syncopated, somewhat imitating a “comping” style of 
accompaniment that would be performed by a pianist or guitarist in a jazz setting. It should be 
noted then when composing the main theme and this accompaniment figure I was sitting at the 
 
31 Nicole Biamonte, “Formal Functions of Metric Dissonance in Rock Music,” Music Theory  
Online 20, no. 2 (June 2014). 
32 It should be noted that the discussion of the double tresillo rhythm is initiated by an analysis of the riff 
structure in an AC/DC song. Also, Biamonte usually refers to the double tresillo without a hyphen, though in this 
quote she uses a hyphen. Biamonte, “Metric Dissonance,” 3.3.  
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Table 2. Topical trajectory of Symphony for Wind Band. 
Section A B C D 
Subsection a1 a2 b1 b2 c1 c2  
Dominant  
topic 


































piano. I attribute some of their qualities, such as the angular melodic line and accompaniment’s 
voice leading and comp-like characteristics, as resulting from the piano’s idiomatic tendencies. 
Regarding the section’s meter, quadruple simple, and its brisk vivace tempo, and very 
syncopated rhythmic characteristics, I determine this portion of the A section, subsection a1, to 
be a city topic dominated zone. There are other identifiable topics that are encountered in the 
subsection, such as a brief instance of the heroic topic with a syncopated accompaniment m. 51-
61, but the city topic is dominant for the vast majority of the subsection. Fragmentations of the 
opening theme occur in multiple variations and are the predominant focus until subsection a2. 
 Subsection a2 is preceded by a transitional motive, seen in Figure 4.5, which is a 
fragment of the opening theme. The transitional motive happens at many transitions throughout 
the piece and marks a call back to the initial city theme. Following this are changes in key, A 
minor to Ab major, meter, 4/4 to 6/8, and tempo, vivace to moderato. 
  The theme of this second key area contrasts the first in several ways. The descending 
scalar figure is not necessary an irremovable part of the theme, but it functions as a recurring 
lead in for many of the theme’s reappearances. The contour of the melody is much more lyrical 
and less riff-like than the opening theme, featuring a clear climax and arch-like quality. 
Furthermore, its rhythmic qualities are quite different, as there are several different held 
durations as opposed to a stream of eighth notes.  
 While the theme undoubtedly contrasts the beginning city theme, it is not entirely 
pastoral. The harmonic rhythm changes each beat, reflecting a descending circle of fifths 
progression. The slower tempo and rocking quality of the 6/8 are certainly reminiscent of the 




Figure 4.5 Transitional motive, a fragment of the opening theme 
 
 












serves as the lone transitional performing force to the next portion of the subsection, its concert 
Gb chromatic movement being reinterpreted to F# major. This second portion of the subsection, 
m.156-186, introduces a more pastoral theme, first played by the oboe, featuring a series of 
pentatonic descents from D# to F# with an accompanying countermelody. This is seen in Figure 
4.7. 
This melody ends the subsection with a quiet fade out, sustaining an E major 7 chord in 
m. 186. I deem the characteristics of this part of the subsection to be almost entirely pastoral in 
character relative to the sections that precede it: the rocking compound meter, static harmonic 
rhythm, use of pentatonic scale, and quiet dynamics are all signifiers of the pastoral topic.  
 Section A concludes with a return of the transition motif, ascending harmonically from a 
G major to an Ab major 7 harmony, and its accompanying vivace tempo for two measures, 
m.187-188. This is followed by a final iteration of the descending scalar Ab major figure, a 
reference to the beginning of subsection a2, and some melodic figures, traded between the oboe, 
flute, and clarinet. This section serves as a final bookend to the section, more specifically the 
subsection. It could be interpreted as a last-ditch effort of the pastoral topic to delay the transition 
leading to the city-dominated section B. 
Section B begins with a direct modulation to Eb minor, a key associated with the city 
topic in this piece. It is in 6/8, a meter typically associated with the pastoral, and the majority of 
performing forces reinforce the beat via a dotted quarter note ostinato. However, the rhythmic 
off-beat accompaniment in the bass clarinet, baritone sax, and tuba sections imply a concurrent 
3/4 meter, adding a sense of urgency and rhythmic complexity to the surface. The upper 
woodwinds solidify this urgent mood with a stream of constant eighths, reminiscent of 




















the static, peaceful pastoral. This texture is represented in the woodwind portion of the score in 
Figure 4.8.  
The melodic content of this subsection, which I refer to as b1, is dominated by the 
saxophones, namely the alto and tenor saxes. Subsection b1 contains two halves, each lead 
melodically by a different saxophone. The alto leads for the first half, and the tenor sax leads the 
second. The first half lasts from m. 192-209, and the second lasts from m. 210-239. The use of 
saxophone itself, in the context of this work, is indicative of the city topic, and its melodic 
structure is sporadic, angular, and full of rhythmic vitality.36 The first four measures of the alto 
saxophone’s melody are shown in Figure 4.9.   
The end of the first half of b1 introduces a musical gesture, seen in Figure 4.10, that is 
featured for the remainder of section B. This is a descending scalar gesture reminiscent of that 
played in the previous section, a2, but excluding the sixth eighth note, making it a five-note 
rather than six-note figure. I consider this gesture to be a citification of the pastoral-associated 
gesture played in a2. The asymmetrical five note gesture, its added blue notes in m.214-215, and 
its incessant repetition all reflect an attitude contrasting with the descending Ab major gesture 
that begins section a2. Ultimately, this subsection represents a city topic zone with the troping of 
some elements typically associated with the pastoral, such as duple compound meter, but used in 
a city-like fashion. In the scope of the piece’s topical trajectory, it serves as a rejection of where 
the last section, a2, left off.  
 
36 Other musical features in the rest of the melody, such as use of chromatic passing tones, suggest a jazz 










Figure 4.9 First four measures of alto sax melody in section B 
 
 














 Section b1 leads into b2 via the descending five note figure and arrives at an augmented 
variation of the heroic theme from section a2, seen in Figure 4.11, by trumpet 1.  This subsection 
progresses through various textures and can be best summarized as a synthesis of this heroic 
figure with musical qualities and themes established in the previous subsection. These include 
tempo, frequent use of the descending five-note figure, and quotes of the saxophones’ melody 
lines. It is a light troping of the key and thematic ideas of the pastoral dominated a2 with city 
elements of b1. The subsection culminates at the arrival of the Ab major chord, one of the 
piece’s first climactic moments, in m.293. It is followed by a desescalation in mood that lasts 
until the next transitional motif, m.331.  
 The transitional motif in m.331 descends harmonically from A minor to F major with 
added G, a contrast to the ascending nature of the transitional motif in previous uses. This leads 
into a key change of F major and the beginning of the next section, C, more specifically 
subsection c1. C1 is arguably the most characteristically pastoral section in the piece. As 
mentioned earlier, the choice of F major for this section is directly linked to my association with 
Beethoven’s Symphony no. 6 and the track from Dragon Quest VII, “Strange World ~ Marching 
Through the Fields.” Though the section is mostly in the quadruple simple meter of 4/4, not 
indicative of the pastoral, it is by far the most static, serene, and calm in musical quality. The 
instrumentation is significantly stripped back, and the harmonic rhythm is slowed to a near halt. 
 Following some sustained F major chords with added G, the oboe performs a solo 
accompanied by only the bassoon and flute. These instruments, particularly the oboe, signify the 
pastoral topic. The oboe’s melodic line, albeit expressive in its rhythmic content, maintains a 
simplicity of mostly stepwise motion. The solo ends and melts into another F major chord with 




Figure 4.11 Beginning of subsection b2 
 
 









topic, but its timbral aesthetic qualities, being more subdued than other keyboard percussion 
instruments, its use of sustain, and reiteration of the expressive pastoral oboe solo all allow it to 
fit well in this pastoral dominated topical zone.  
 One of the most pastoral features of this section is how, as stated by Hatten, “The texture 
suggests an unfolding or flowering.”37 The section’s texture remains stripped back for the first 
thirty measures until a grand “flowering” occurs in m. 363, where the brass finally enter along 
with most of the woodwinds. This moment marks a grand arrival point but lacks the aggression 
or over-the-top nature of previous climaxes, such as that in m. 293. The theme is transferred 
from the woodwinds to the trumpets, and stripped back interpolations are placed throughout until 
the next subsection.  
 Consistent with the pattern of contrasting topical zones from subsection-to-subsection 
featured thus far, m.390 marks a stark change in mood. The bombastic chromaticism that leads to 
an E major 7 harmony rejects the pastoral mood set, morphs modally to the parallel E minor, and 
modulates its way back to the city key of Eb minor. My intention when composing this was to 
serve as a sort of “thunderous” moment, marking the beginning of the following “stormy” 
section, c2. 
 C2 borrows characteristics from the city section of b1 such as the Eb minor key, 
compound meter (though it fluctuates through multiple asymmetrical and simple meters), and 
certain accompaniment figures, such as the low brass’s alternation between Eb and D. The 
tempo, however, remains, in the andante tempo established by c1, though use of meter changes 
results in an organic yet sluggish feeling in contrast to the calm and serene pastoral. The  
 

















tempesta topic is featured in the upper woodwinds via descending triplet sixteenth chromatic 
scales, adding to the section’s stormy mood and troping with city topic characteristics.39 A 
trombone solo accompanied by the brass begins in m.406, a retort to the oboe solo heard prior. 
The solo elides with the build of this subsection’s climax at m.416. This build, and the climax, 
references the opening theme of section A via its angular ascending arpeggio fragments, a signal 
of the city topic. The climactic moment, seen in Figure 4.14, features jazz-like qualities, such as 
“blue notes” in the alto sax and trumpet 2, that also represent the city topic. 
I interpret this section to be dominated by a troping of the city and tempesta topics, 
resulting in a “stormy city” atmosphere. The idea for a stormy setting comes directly from the 
fourth movement of Beethoven’s 6th symphony titled Gewitter, Sturm. It is a trope that rejects the 
pastoral topic of c1 but from a different angle, reinterpreting its “calm” tempo as “sluggish,” and 
contrasts the pastoral’s staticity with a metrically irregular surface and use of asymmetrical 
meters. The use of trombone solo, a staple of jazz band instrumentation, contrasts the oboe and 
vibraphone solos. It both differs from the pastoral and is tangentially associated with it as 
mentioned in the Beethoven example.  
 Subsection c2, and section C, ends with a transition to E major in m. 438, which is 
reminiscent of where the thunderous instigation of subsection c2 began in m. 390. It is the calm 
after the storm, featuring harmonic planing between E major and its supertonic F# minor, a 
familiar harmonic scheme to the F major-G minor movement in subsection c1. This accompanies  
 
 
39 Tempesta is a term replacing Sturm und Drang topic. Hatten describes this topic as, “a topical 
designation for tempestuous minor-mode music where, for example, rocket-like arpeggiation of diminished-seventh 













the angular figure of the previous section, traded between various woodwinds, with some 
melodic additions.   
 The final section of the piece, section D, eludes the expected transition motif and begins 
with a direct return to the initial key area of A minor. The division of subsections in this section 
become more ambiguous since many different musical textures are moved through and each only 
lasts briefly. For the purposes of the paper, subsection distinctions will not be made. 
 The beginning of section D is an aggressive rejection of where the last section ended. 
After several iterations of the war-like motive, interspersed with broken chord iterations of A 
minor between multiple instruments, the saxophone lets out what I consider to be a “battle cry” 
of sorts. This is the city topic’s last stand in the conflict, leading the charge into the rest of the 
section. 
 The motivic content of section D draws heavily from the piece’s opening theme. 
Palindromic fragments, such as that in the flute, and roughly inverted variations, such as those in 
the tenor and baritone saxophones, of the theme are used in conjunction to form a dense 
rhythmic texture. These variations continue until the first change in tonal center, G Dorian, 
occurs accompanied by a shift in the texture. While the topics are more ambiguous in their 
appearance, this textural change has sporadic eighths, reminiscent of the saxophone melody in 
b1, accompanied by a gradually descending arpeggio figure somewhat akin to a variation of the 
piece’s opening theme. 
 This musical texture is interrupted by an interpolation of the original theme, m. 491-493, 
played verbatim by the flute and brass accompaniment. This is the first explicit reappearance of 
the opening theme since the A section of the piece, and though it is metrically altered to reflect 
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its double tresillo rhythm, 3+3+3+3+2+2, it is identical in all other ways. This reappearance of 
the initial city theme is an echo of support for the current conflict, perhaps reminding the listener 
that much of the thematic content in this section is being derived from the first theme introduced 
in the piece.  
 A return to the G Dorian texture follows with a new, trumpet-lead heroic melody taking 
the lead in m. 499-509. This return features more troping of the pastoral and city sections than 
the previous G Dorian portion. The heroic theme, redolent of the a2 heroic theme, and harmonic 
planing, which ascends through G minor-A minor- Bb minor in a similar manner to that in the C 
section, reflect pastoral qualities while the accompaniment’s texture reflects the city topic. The 
perceived dominance of each topic is more ambiguous, reflecting the conflict of topics that 
defines section D.   
 A dense transition of descending figures leads to the alto saxophone performing the 
transition motif, a means of escape by the city topic from this conflict. This escape initiates the 
next section, m. 516, a combination of opening theme-derived figures heard earlier in m. 476, 
shown in Figure 4.16, now transposed to G Lydian. The saxophone performs an altered version 
of its solo from b1, retaining the same rhythms but changed pitches and contour, which in 
conjunction with the opening theme-derived figures makes this suggest the city topic 
overwhelmingly. While difficult to describe concretely, I feel the Lydian mode of this section 
provides a contrast in mood that evades both the minor city and major pastoral associations, 
reflecting a whimsical exploration taking place in a natural setting, such as a forest. This 


















   This texture eventually arrives at A Lydian via a brief transition through Ab and return 
to G Lydian. This arrival to A Lydian serves as a primer for the piece’s final, ultimate climax in 
E major, m. 538. The climax is a conglomerate of figures derived from the opening theme that 
alternate between E major 7 and F half-diminished 6 harmonies lead by a trumpet solo that 
accentuates the 7th of the E major 7. The significance of E major 7, from moments such as m. 
392, and E major as a key area, such as the pastoral calming of the storm ending c2, are finally 
solidified and remain the primary harmony and key area for the rest of the piece. The texture 
begins to strip back in instrumental forces and density following the climax. Solos from the 
saxophone and oboe, a trade of the melodic role that reflects a sort of peaceful settlement, bring 
the piece to a brief static interpolation, m. 591, before continuing into a gradual fade out.  
 The topical interpretation of this section is ultimately a synthesis of city musical features 
and key areas more reflective of the pastoral. The dominant topic thus remains ambiguous, and I 
find it best to interpret this section as a peaceful synthesis and resolution of these two topical 
fields. While the musical surface reflects the contours and themes of the city topic for the 
majority of section D, the ending meter, tonal center, and peaceful atmosphere reflect the 
pastoral. It is a peaceful city that has accepted the natural qualities of the pastoral.  
Conclusion 
 
 The process of self-analysis reveals interesting characteristics of both the piece and the 
compositional process I was not initially aware of. While I had some conceptions of how certain 
sections should feel and contrast one another, they were considerably more abstract and rooted in 
the music I had been influenced by. I have highlighted a narrative that, while it may have been 
subconsciously incorporated into the piece, makes the rationale of the piece’s structure more 
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apparent. Analyzing one’s own work can lead to these kinds of realizations that can perhaps 
influence the approach of future compositions by adding a layer of self-awareness to the process.  
 My choice to compose for wind band is rooted in my personal enjoyment of playing in a 
wind ensemble and my aspirations for the repertoire to vary more in its aesthetic associations. I 
cannot definitively say whether I have achieved this, but I believe the piece is at least a reflection 
of my aesthetic preferences that I am proud of. I anticipate writing more future compositions for 
wind band as I believe there are many aesthetic possibilities yet to be explored by the genre.  
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